Compression force behaviours: An exploration of the beliefs and values influencing the application of breast compression during screening mammography
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A B S T R A C T

This research project investigated the compression behaviours of practitioners during screening mammography. The study sought to provide a qualitative understanding of 'how' and 'why' practitioners apply compression force. With a clear conflict in the existing literature and little scientific evidence base to support the reasoning behind the application of compression force, this research project investigated the application of compression using a phenomenological approach.

Following ethical approval, six focus group interviews were conducted at six different breast screening centres in England. A sample of 41 practitioners were interviewed within the focus groups together with six one-to-one interviews of mammography educators or clinical placement co-ordinators.

The findings revealed two broad humanistic and technological categories consisting of 10 themes. The themes included client empowerment, white-lies, time for interactions, uncertainty of own practice, culture, power, compression controls, digital technology, dose audit-safety nets, numerical scales. All of these themes were derived from 28 units of significant meaning (USM).

The results demonstrate a wide variation in the application of compression force, thus offering a possible explanation for the difference between practitioner compression forces found in quantitative studies. Compression force was applied in many different ways due to individual practitioner experiences and behaviour. Furthermore, the culture and the practice of the units themselves influenced beliefs and attitudes of practitioners in compression force application. The strongest recommendation to emerge from this study was the need for peer observation to enable practitioners to observe and compare their own compression force practice to that of their colleagues. The findings are significant for clinical practice in order to understand how and why compression force is applied.

© 2014 The College of Radiographers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction and background

Breast compression force during screening mammography requires a degree of practitioner knowledge and expertise to achieve optimum image quality and reduce the mean glandular radiation dose.1,2 Whilst it is recognised that the application of compression force is an important skill3 there is, surprisingly, sparse and conflicting guidance available for practitioners as to how to apply compression force and to what pressure. While quantitative studies largely agree on a slow and steadily increasing application of pressure to reduce pain, the traditional measures of checking that adequate compression force has been applied (eg. blanching of the skin and tautness of the breast) have been questioned.4 Various studies4,5 have found contradicting results, some find that too much compression force is applied whilst others have found that compression force is often insufficient.

Recently pilot work in one mammography screening centre6 identified a surprising variability in the amount of compression force applied for similar breast types, with practitioners aligned with consistently low, intermediate or high compression force...
categories. An extension of this study assessed compression values over three consecutive analogue screening mammography invitations (500 clients). Individual client compression force over the three screens varied significantly, and was highly dependent upon the practitioner who performed the mammogram, rather than the client. Individual practitioners are assumed to be setting their own compression force tolerance levels, regardless of the client's breast type, and this will likely have implications for the patient experience, their mean glandular radiation dose, and image quality consistency across subsequent screens. This is despite attempts made by manufacturers to reduce variability with technological developments.

While the influence of different amounts of compression force on visual image quality is currently disputed, insufficient compression force may be detrimental to image quality and lesion visibility resulting in the potential for incorrect diagnoses. Standard texts suggest there may be a level of compression force beyond which additional compression forces cease to have any advantageous effect and that additional compression force applied does have a marked effect on the woman's tolerance of the procedure and related discomfort. However there is a lack of empirical evidence to substantiate these claims.

Myklebust et al. (2009) suggested that there is wide variability in applied compression force where the level of compression force is linked to the patients' experience of pain but found this did not influence their level of satisfaction with the procedure. However, Drossaert et al. (2002) concluded that poor compression force experience was found to influence the client's decision to engage in future breast screening.

Whilst quantitative approaches give valuable data, a humanistic, qualitative perspective is also required in order to fully understand this phenomenon in-depth and to provide a unique insight into the factors influencing how compression force is applied.

Using a phenomenological approach this study investigated the experiences of, and the influences on the behaviour of, practitioners applying compression force in mammography. By exploring the individual and collective beliefs and values that influence compression force practice this paper seeks to identify 'how' and 'why' practitioners practice as they do.

Methodology

Qualitative research is an overall term for a group of approaches that is concerned with the investigation of experiences and behaviour, and the meanings and interpretations that people attach to these. It is therefore an exploration of the natural setting; in this case the breast screening units in this study. An ethnographic approach of observing practice was initially considered but this was rejected as being too intrusive for the clients and potentially a contentious ethical issue. It was however recognised that by seeking the practitioners own perspective the validity of the findings were limited to their interpretation of their compression force practice.

Since qualitative inquiry is an inductive analysis of human interactions it has to follow a philosophical perspective to be methodologically sound and, quite critically, rigorous in its application. The philosophical stance that underpins this research is that of phenomenology. The discipline of phenomenology may be defined as the study of experiences or consciousness. It is the investigation of phenomena or things as they appear in our experience. The historical movement of phenomenology is the philosophical tradition launched by Husserl, Heidegger and Sartre. Phenomenology has been particularly popular in the field of psychology and provided the basis for qualitative research in healthcare. This particular approach seeks to understand the ‘essence’ of experiences related to the phenomenon. In this case, it was the understanding of the mammographers’ beliefs and thus the researchers were capturing the etic perspective-exploring cultural phenomena from the perspective of one who does not participate in the culture being studied.

Hycner's model was used as the framework for this study since it fitted with the focus of the research and provided a clear process in order to illicit units of general meaning (UGM) and units of significant meaning (USM). The use of these units in the analysis of the data provided a series of procedural steps which do not always fit with those of 'true' phenomenologists since they may be seen as reductionist as they are similar to a positivistic approach. However, phenomenology is concerned with lived experience, and is thus ideal for investigating personal beliefs and attitudes. The main focus of phenomenology is with reflective experiences and feelings (the essence of a phenomenon), and a key aspect of this research was exploring practitioners reasoning about the application of compression. Although phenomenology was considered to be the most appropriate approach to address the research question, 'no one particular method should be arbitrarily imposed on a phenomenon since that would do a great injustice to the integrity of that phenomenon' (Hycner, 1985).

Method

Following NHS (R&D) and University ethics approval, focus group interviews were conducted at six different breast screening centres in England, these included large training centres and smaller screening units. The focus groups were conducted by two researchers: an experienced qualitative researcher and a subject expert in mammography, therefore both interviewers brought a good deal of theoretical sensitivity to the data collection phase. The interviews were carried out with the close adherence to the guidance notes: Using Focus Groups in Research. Focus groups captured the thoughts of several participants at the same time providing easier access to busy practitioners; they did however limit the in-depth response that may have been obtained by one to one interviews. The questions were semi structured and were derived from the existing body of knowledge in order to address the research question. A similar approach was taken for the educator interviews.

Using a purposive sample six sites were recruited to the study giving a wide geographical spread across the United Kingdom. Information sheets outlining the purpose of the study were sent to each department or education centre. The aim was to recruit a heterogeneous sample from each unit and arrange a convenient time for the focus groups and interviews to take place.

Each group consisted of between 5 and 8 breast screening staff of different grades and experience. In addition to these focus groups, one to one interviews were conducted with six mammography educators and clinical placement co-ordinators.

The conversations were captured on a digital recorder after each participant had signed the consent form and been allocated an anonymous number for the purpose of the recording. The additional group of educators and placement co-ordinators further informed the study and gave some factual information towards the understanding of this phenomenon. The one-to-one interviews were analysed with a traditional thematic analysis framework. Whilst the focus groups were analysed from a phenomenological perspective, both sets of data were synthesised in order to address the research question.

Following verbatim transcription, a research panel consisting of four very experienced qualitative researchers, bracketed their own presuppositions and ‘laid bare’ their own theoretical sensitivities
within group meetings. Bracketing ensures that the phenomenon itself can be examined without too many prior assumptions or preconceptions, but however in reality this is difficult to completely substantiate and Gearing speaks of a ‘growing disconnection’ of bracketing from phenomenology. Analysis commenced by listening to the interviews as a whole, or as Giorgi alludes to as a ‘gestalt’. In order to capture the very essence of the words and the sentences, UGMs were extracted from the transcriptions. Hycner suggests that if there is any doubt about its inclusion then the UGM should be included, but rigour was further enhanced by active debate about the inclusion of the UGM within the research team. Reflecting on the research question enabled the researchers to eliminate or accept UGMs and produce a comprehensive list of units of significant meaning (USM), significant because the comment directly responds to or highlights the research question. For example, comments that related to the application of compression force were all deemed significant. Although this is a necessary reduction of the majority of data the inter-rater nature of the process by the research panel increased the trustworthiness of the findings. Finally all the clusters of meaning were examined in order to derive themes and to place the units (USM), significant because the comment directly responds to or highlights the research question. For example, comments that related to the application of compression force were all deemed significant. Although this is a necessary reduction of the data the inter-rater nature of the process by the research panel increased the trustworthiness of the findings.

Results

The sample were all female with an average age of 46.5 years, and they had a significant amount of mammography-specific experience (mean 10.1 years). There was also a good spread of grades from assistant practitioners to consultant radiographers; this consisted of 6 grade 4 assistant practitioners, 24 grade 6 practitioners, 10 grade 7 advanced practitioners and 1 grade 8 consultant practitioner this giving a typical representation of a screening unit.

Each focus group lasted approximately one hour, and included a total of 41 participants. 28 USMs were derived from the data. Further analysis grouped these into 10 themes being divided into two broad categories: Humanistic and Technological (Table 1). Six hours of focus group data with six hours of one to one interview data gave a total of 12 hours of data collection. Humanistic themes referred to the professional—client interactions and appeared to be part of the culture in some departments. Technological themes were evident where practitioners spoke about the application of compression force with respect to the equipment itself. Digital technology had, in their opinion, improved the client experience, and interestingly there was rarely any reference to the numerical scale indication of the level of applied compression force.

Discussion

Each theme is now illuminated against the existing literature using the voice of the participants in italics to highlight the phenomenon.

### Client empowerment

One breast screening unit insisted in empowering the clients to comment on the compression force themselves, or at least advising when the level was uncomfortable. There were other examples of practitioners asking the client to tell them when it was ‘too much’. This was considered to be an effective coping strategy for all the clients and usually resulted in the practitioner being able to apply one further increase in compression force. One practitioner stated to their client:

*I’m going to compress, my hand is on your breast and it won’t compress quickly but you can stop me if it’s too tight, but it is going to be tight, it is how the x-rays are done but, you know, shout out if you find it very difficult. I do believe that if you give the patients, ladies, the chance to opt out; “so you can stop me, you don’t have to do this”, they will tolerate more than if you try to steamroll them.*

This is contrary to the findings of Robinson, Hogg and Newton-Hughes (2013) who reported that from the client’s perspective the mammography examination can be disempowering and that some mammography practitioners enforce this perspective. Love and Dann (2002) did however identify many facets in empowering the patient in nursing. However it should be recognised that patients are within the sick-role in nursing as opposed to a client-role in screening mammography.

### White-lies

A white lie is defined as a minor or unimportant lie uttered in the interest of tact.

One participant described this as follows

*I find sometimes it tricks their [clients] mind a little bit, they think that it’s not as much [compression force], but it is, because you do it so, so slowly. I say the last bit won’t hurt but I know it will and gain compliance.*

The white-lies identified in this study were usually viewed as ‘information’ in the clients’ best interests. Similar to the patient empowerment above, the use of white-lies, although considered to be helpful by some of the practitioners to the final outcome, could also be viewed as a form of deviant behaviour, as described by Murphy (2009) with respect to medical imaging. From a nursing perspective, Banja (2010) felt that any form of deviant behaviour can become ‘normalised’ within an institution and quickly established as part of the daily routine. It is therefore important to recognise it as being part of the unit’s culture.

### Time for interaction

This was a very common theme throughout all the interviews. Practitioners reported a typical time of 6 min to complete the entire procedure. This meant there was almost no latitude to deal with complications and in some instances produce an optimum image. Also, since the practitioners were very aware that the first experience very often influenced the decision to re-attend they empathised and tried to make the short encounter a good experience, as would be the case in diagnostic radiology. However, the time restrictions made this difficult and as a result the practitioners felt that care and compassion, whilst applying compression force, were compromised in favour of the technical considerations of the examination. One practitioner stated:
Given the numbers of women we are screening, we do not have time to look at individual images ... it's a quick glance and onto the next.

Uncertainty over own practice

Perhaps surprisingly, a large number of practitioners reported uncertainty about their own practice. Faced against their peers in the focus group, many expressed concerns such as ‘well erhm, I don’t do it like that’ and there was a notable difference in how some of them applied compression force. Gallagher et al. (2003) noted reluctance for staff to disclose contentious information about clinical practice within the confines of a focus group and this is also seen as a limitation of this study. In reality these practitioners almost exclusively undertake mammography alone and rarely observe others performing the procedure. This isolated practice seemed to raise concerns within the groups with a large number unable to benchmark their practice against their colleagues. Several noted that some form of peer review of practice would be worthwhile, as they could experience the practice of their colleagues in order to satisfy themselves that they were doing everything correctly. Since they worked in isolation, they needed their ‘performance’ to be approved and to learn from their peers:

we don’t see [each other] as a whole group, very often, to know [what happens] so I don’t know really, you would have to go in a room with each other and we don’t very often obviously so I don’t know.

Culture

There was a distinct culture in many units and the practitioners readily acknowledged the fact that the application of compression force was viewed differently by different screening units. This was evident both on analysis of individual units and analysis between units. The reasons for using more, or less compression force, seemed to fluctuate within and between screening units and was an inherent part of the beliefs culture of that unit. In addition numerous comments were made about how things were dealt with. As they could experience the practice of their colleagues in order to satisfy themselves that they were doing everything correctly. Since they worked in isolation, they needed their ‘performance’ to be approved and to learn from their peers:

Where I was before here it was very much about showing how to do it on the basis of you must [all] make sure you get a compression of about seven/eight[Deca Newtons].

It was reiterated several times that the practice of staff within the unit was correct and they all adhered to the standards for compression force application. One practitioner stated:

We seem to stand out as being a unit that’s doing well, our repeat rates haven’t gone up whereas everywhere else has.

This was a type of tribal culture, where they collectively believed that they were correct, not necessarily supported by an evidence base but more associated with local social factors. This tribal culture was first identified in medical imaging by Castle (2002).

Power

Power was not overtly characterised in the transcripts but nevertheless the participants were aware that they exercised a high level of medical dominance. This sort of phenomena has been described in the imaging literature. Many recognised the trust placed in them as professionals and behaved accordingly.

They trust you to BE professional and to know what you are doing. They rarely question that.

At the point of applying compression force they had the ‘authority’ to give whatever level of compression they felt appropriate and in that respect they had ‘power’ over the client. This theme differs from the empowerment theme above since it relates to the practitioners influence over the client and not the empathetic nature of giving the patient some degree of control.

Compression controls

An interesting technique for applying compression force was expressed by a few practitioners. This involved using the foot pedal for most of the compression force application but ‘fine-tuning’ the final component by using the hand control. It was felt that this was kinder for the client since the speed of compression force application is slower using the hand winding and also made the practitioner feel more at ease. The final amount of compression was still the same but it was felt more caring and was not as abrupt as just applying the full amount in one go. This was expressed eloquently by one practitioner:

I think that the patient thinks you’ve got less control with the foot, I bring it down so it[compression paddle] touching the skin with the foot control and if they’re really anxious I’ll do it slowly with my hand winding it down, so that then they think it’s ... you’re still getting the same compression most of the time but using your hand they think that you’re doing it a lot slower because you have to twist it in gradual stages. So sometimes I’ll do that when they’re really anxious as well.

Digital technology

Digital technology was considered to have made the whole mammographic encounter a better experience. The images were available to view almost immediately and the quality was thought to be much improved. The influence this had on compression force application was however unclear. Some practitioners considered that the level of compression force had to be increased to compensate for digital blurring but this was not a universal comment with several participants making similar comments to this one:

I also feel that digital has brought into everybody’s conscious creases and folds in the skin which is demonstrated really clearly on a digital film but not necessarily in an analogue film, so that in itself has changed techniques slightly. Whether it has increased the compression or not I’m not sure.

It is however noted that the transition from analogue to digital was not accompanied by any particular revolution in techniques or technologies for compression force application. Largely speaking the same compression application systems were transferred from the older analogue systems into the new digital systems. It is therefore not surprising that there were no defined changes in compression force application behaviour noted by the practitioners in the study.
Dose audits—safety net

Practitioners were rarely worried about the client dose; irrespective of the level of compression they relied upon the dose audits to act as a ‘safety-net’ to ensure that dose was not an issue. I think the dose is less if you can reduce the breast thickness but I don’t know at what stage or how much ... and all that shows the importance of QA.

This was a very common theme and seemed to give the practitioners a lot of reassurance. It is however an interesting point that one of the major advantages for using compression is the reduced dose but this was never a consideration in this sample.

Numerical scale

Although the mammography equipment had numerical scale readers to indicate the level of compression force that is being applied to the breast, numerical readouts were not always referred to by the practitioners as they compressed the breast. It was the look and feel of the breast tissue that was considered to be important. Practitioners described the optimum compression using descriptive terms such as ‘orange peel texture’ and ‘blanching’ but the majority concurred that:

It’s not by seeing how much compression, it is in numbers, it’s basically how it feels.

Some recalled being given a numerical level for compression in their training.

One stated:

I was taught it’s a minimum of 10, I’d never, ever do that. I was taught that everybody, every projection had to be a minimum of 10. AND if I went to anything like 10 I’d think I’d been cruel. We did have a radiographer ages ago and I am sure she used to put like 15 on everybody, all the patients came back and said it was dreadful, it was always the same woman.

This last statement concurring with the findings of Mercer et al. (2013)7,8 in that some practitioners consistently applied high compression force irrespective of the client type. Furthermore, a subjective approach is more likely to result in a difference in compression force than by using the readout force measurement in isolation or in combination with subjective measures. Overall the results demonstrated a wide variation in how compression was applied and offered some possible explanations for differences in compression force as reported in earlier quantitative studies.

Furthermore there was little scientific rationale or basis for the choice of compression force and this was reiterated in the educator interviews. Educator interviewees commented that compression force application was ‘taught’ by mentors in the clinical situation since none of the educational institutions offered lectures or teaching specifically about compression, rather it was included in the general technique teaching. Educators stressed the importance of not seeing compression force in isolation, but integral with good positioning and client information.

Rarely did the practitioners refer to a numerical value in the application of compression force since they were more concerned with other indicators. They expressed good patient empathy while working under tight time pressures—a point also recognised in a United Kingdom-wide analysis of emotional intelligence in the radiography profession. Their practice was therefore heavily guided by subjective measures, and less guided by an objective measure of compression force. This was an important finding because the subjective measures applied in compression force can result in large inter and intra difference between practitioners, as found by Mercer7,8 (2013). Whilst the results cannot be generalised to the whole population from this small sample the findings may well resonant with current practitioners and add to the limited evidence base within this specialty.

Conclusion

The paradox of humanistic caring against the technical demands of imaging technologies have rarely been explored in radiography but they were very evident in the behaviour and actions of practitioners applying compression force in mammography. Reflecting on the research aims, the themes described how and why compression force is applied within a very tight time period and made in isolated environments with little reference to the working styles of their colleagues. Moreover, the strongest recommendation to emerge from this study was the need for peer observation to enable practitioners to observe and compare their own compression force practice to that of their colleagues. However, this idea may not be a solution if colleagues working in close proximity are all applying compression force incorrectly. Reflective practice based on an evidence base plus examples of good practice may be a more appropriate solution.

The reference to the mean score, in this case the numerical scale, is rarely made and it is the culture and practice of the units that create beliefs and attitudes in addressing how and why compression force is applied.
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